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Abstract. The evaluation of decision aids and support interventions requires a multi-attribute index which can be calculated for both aid and comparator/s. The Decision Conflict Scale (DCS) is such an index and has been widely used in this context, the recent Cochrane review \textit{Decision aids for people facing health treatment or screening decisions} reporting its use in 63 of the 105 studies included. However, while the DCS may be a valid measure for the eponymous construct – decision conflict - it lacks both content and construct validity for the evaluation of decision aids. It lacks \textit{content validity} for this task because of the 3 items which make up its Uncertainty subscale, which penalize an aid that correctly reports the situation is one of decisional equipoise or near equipoise. A ‘false clarity’ bias in aid presentation is encouraged by being rewarded. In this paper we confirm that the inclusion of the Uncertainty subscale in the DCS has inappropriate empirical consequences for decision aid evaluation. Excluding the Uncertainty items would address this content invalidity, but the DCS would still lack \textit{construct validity}, since the construct being measured is being treated, and inappropriately psychometrically validated, as a reflective rather than formative one. The component scales (items) of an index for a formative construct need to be preference-weighted, in ethical person-centred care by the individual at the point of decision. We argue that the most appropriate formative construct for use in decision aid evaluation is decision quality, and suggest \textit{MyDecisionQuality} (MDQ) as the first formative index that can claim to both possess content and construct validity for the measurement of decision quality. However, like all multi-criterial formative metrics, the construct that MDQ measures is constructed by the measure and has no existence independent of it.
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Introduction

The recent Cochrane review \textit{Decision aids for people facing health treatment or screening decisions} (1) reports that the Decision Conflict Scale (DCS) (2) was used to evaluate aid against comparator in 63 of the 105 included studies. However, the DCS lacks both \textit{content} and \textit{construct} validity for this evaluation task, as opposed to that of measuring the construct in its title, decision conflict.
Decision Conflict Scale: Content validity

A call to end the use of the DCS in evaluating decision aids was made ten years ago (3) on the grounds of its inclusion of items concerning uncertainty reduction. The offending items in the DCS are ‘This decision is easy for me to make’, ‘I feel sure about what to choose’ and ‘I am clear about what choice is best for me’. The call has been repeated occasionally since, most recently by Vickers (4).

Nelson and others argue that the use of decisional conflict as an end point in studies of decision aids involves the assumption that “decisional conflict and uncertainty represent an undesirable state that is detrimental to decision making.” They point out that “appropriate deliberation about alternative outcomes and personal goals, as well as ongoing engagement in the decision-making process,” may increase conflict.

In replying to Vickers, Misra-Hebert and Kattan denied the possibility of fundamental decisional equipoise and implicitly supported the provision of unwarranted certainty for therapeutic reasons.

We agree that decisional conflict is not to be avoided when making rational decisions but it should be a temporary state that eventually leads to certainty about the final choice, whether through a clear physician recommendation or careful patient consideration (5).

Evaluations of decision aids should accept that decisional equipoise - irrespective of whether or not there is clinical equipoise - is a possible and legitimate outcome from their use, even after full and unbiased processing of evidence and preferences. In ‘toss-up’ or ‘close call’ situations two or more options may be equally or almost equally good (6). Instruments used in the evaluations of decision aids or decision quality should not reward ‘sureness’ or ‘decisional conflict reduction’, since these may encourage a ‘false clarity’ bias (7). A strong ethical case can be made that, in person-centred care, there can be no therapeutic justification for misrepresentation of uncertainties which result in it being unclear which is the single best option for a particular individual. It does not matter whether this misrepresentation comes from an aid, or from a clinician.

These calls have not been sufficient to stop the routine use of the DCS in decision aid evaluations. In the recent Cochrane review Decision aids for people facing health treatment or screening decisions, 60% of the included studies used the DCS in aid evaluation. While no empirical results are relevant to the conceptual objection, we examined the impact of including the inappropriate Uncertainty items in the DCS score, in order to establish whether the conceptual flaw - from the perspective of decision aid evaluation - has empirical consequences.

As an adequate sample, we identified the 20 studies in the recently updated Cochrane review that reported all five subscale measures (Uncertainty, Informedness, Value Clarity, Support and Effective Choice) and were part of the pooled analysis. (The pooled analysis included 42 studies, but the remainder did not report all five subscale measures. The mean difference for total DCS scores was −7.22 points out of 100 in the 42 studies, −8.04 in our 20.)
All data are taken from Analysis 4.1 in the Cochrane review (1), which contains the full references. Spreadsheet available on request.

We found that in the Decision Aid arm the Uncertainty subscale score was the highest (‘worst’) of the five in 18 out of 20 studies (90%). In the Usual care arm it was highest (‘worst’) in 12 out of the 20 (60%). We can conclude that inclusion of the Uncertainty items almost always increased the score and therefore reduced the effect of the Decision Aid relative to Usual Care. But by how much? In each study, we took the average score of the 4 subscales other than Uncertainty and compared it with the Uncertainty subscale score. Over the 20 studies the Uncertainty score was, on average, 46% higher than the average of the other four in the Decision aid arm (mean 1.46, range 1.0 to 3.3) and 22 % higher in the Usual Care arm (mean 1.22, range 0.8 to 2.2).

In the majority of cases the Uncertainty score was lower in the Decision Aid arm, but in 5 instances (25%) it was higher, a completely tenable result which does not warrant the ‘worse’ characterisation in the aid evaluation context. These cases may be ones where the aid increased decision quality by increasing uncertainty. In 3 of these 5 the Informed scale was lower (better) in the Decision Aid, as it was in 18 of the 20 studies. However, reporting being better informed is entirely consistent with being more uncertain about the best option, since the information in the aid may well move the situation in the direction of decisional equipoise.

A recent study focusing on making genetic test results available – an alternative form of decision support - had the Uncertainty subscale highest in both before and after phases. The Uncertainty score was 41% higher than the average of the other 4 subscales in both phases (8).

We conclude that the use of the DCS, as a result of its inclusion of the Uncertainty items, is having a detrimental effect on quantitative evaluations of decision support interventions. The conclusion applies even more to the 4-item SURE version of the DCS (9). Its single Uncertainty item (‘Do you feel SURE about the best choice for you?’) accounts for 25% of the index; the 3 Uncertainty items of the DCS comprise only 19% of the 16.

Decision Conflict Scale: Construct validity

The case against using the DCS in decision aid evaluation is, however, not confined to its inclusion of the Uncertainty subscale and consequent lack of content validity. It lacks construct validity as an outcome metric for a comparative evaluation of decision aids in person-centred care. The required outcome measure is a multi-criteria index measure of a preference-sensitive *formative* construct, in which the item weights are personalised (10).

Decision Quality is a *formative* construct, like Health-Related Quality of Life. HRQOL is constructed – in the act of being measured - by EQ-5D, the Health Utilities Index, and other instruments in this analogous case. The multiple items in these instruments, such as pain or mobility, ‘cause’/’form’ the index value of HRQOL, are not
‘caused’/’formed’ by it – as they are in a reflective construct. “Health-related quality of life does not determine the ability to move, or pain. On the contrary, the ability to move and pain determine health-related quality of life.” (11). Different measures of Decision Quality, or any formative construct (including Decision Conflict), do not yield the same index value because they do not measure the same ‘it’.

The validation of formative and reflective instruments must be approached very differently. For reflective instruments, the COSMIN set of validation criteria provides guidance. But the COSMIN group clearly accept that most of these standard criteria, including internal consistency and structural validity, are inappropriate when the construct is formative.

A reflective model is a model in which all items are a manifestation of the same underlying construct. These items are called effect indicators and are expected to be highly correlated and interchangeable. Its counterpart is a formative model, in which the items together form a construct. These items do not need to be correlated. Therefore, internal consistency is not relevant for items that form a formative model (12).

What sort of instrument should be used for evaluating decision aids?

We argue that the most appropriate primary outcome in an evaluation of decision aids is a measure of a preference-sensitive formative construct ‘decision quality’. The main instruments being used to measure ‘decision quality’ in the context of decision aid evaluation are those developed by Karen Sepucha and colleagues, and researchers following their method (13–14). From our perspective these DQIs lack both content and construct validity in person-centred care, not being individually preference-sensitive index measures, assessed and available immediately after the point of decision; crucially, being measured before any actions are taken or outcomes known. Meeting psychometric tests appropriate only for reflective constructs cannot compensate for the lack of these two fundamental validities.

My Decision Quality has been advanced as the first instrument to measure Decision Quality as an individually preference-sensitive formative construct (15). It can therefore claim to possess construct validity, as well as content validity, these being the two sufficient conditions for instrument use in decision aid evaluation. It has not been subjected to inappropriate psychometric testing.

Conclusion

Given that all multi-criterial formative constructs are preference-sensitive, searching for an objective definition of decision quality – or indeed decision conflict - is hunting a mythical creature (16). MyDecisionQuality measures the construct of decision quality that MDQ measures. The best instrument to measure decision quality, for whatever purpose, is the one that best reflects the decision maker’s preferences in relation to their construct of decision quality.
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